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The best hairdo for your face
A woman’s hair is her crowning glory. It frames her face and completes
her appearance. She can talk with her hair. There are many things that
people can work out by simply looking at a woman’s hair. It’s therefore
very important for a woman to take care of her hair: to keep it clean,
moisturized and trimmed, so that it will remain soft, shiny and neat.
Most women cut their hair to different styles in an attempt to
enhance their looks. Some like their hair long and straight, while
others like to wear their hair long and with abundant curls and
ringlets. There are others who go for the minimum, no-fuss look and
always have their hair cut short and simple, while others wish to
strike a balance between femininity and practicality and keep their
hair at mid-length. There are still others who like experimenting with colour and
highlights, not just with the length and cut of their hair.
Unfortunately, not everyone can wear the same hairstyle and look
good in it. Some hairstyles look great on some women, but sadly look
like bombs on others. Many things can be taken into account as to
why this is so, but mostly it is because the hairstyle does not flatter
the face.
The way you do your hairdos must flatter your face and enhance
your best features. After all, that is what the hair is supposed to
do, aesthetically speaking: to frame your face and to help bring out
your best features. Will a particular hairstyle suit you? This
depends on the shape of your face.
There are many, many types of hairstyles out there, but not all will look good on you,
unless the hairstyle fits the shape of your face.
Text adapted from: The best hairdo for your face. Anna Lynn C. Sibal
http://free-beauty-tips.glam.com/hairdos.html
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The best hairdo for your face
Most of the punctuation has been removed from this text.
● Add the correct punctuation so that the text makes sense.
● You will need to use capital letters, full stops, apostrophes,
commas, and one question mark.
A womans hair is her crowning glory it frames her face and
completes her appearance she can talk with her hair there
are many things that people can work out by simply looking
at a womans hair Its therefore very important for a woman
to take care of her hair: to keep it clean moisturized and trimmed so
that it will remain soft shiny and neat

Most women cut their hair to different styles in an
attempt to enhance their looks some like their hair long
and straight while others like to wear their hair long and
with abundant curls and ringlets. there are others who go
for the minimum no-fuss look and always have their hair cut short and
simple while others wish to strike a balance between femininity and
practicality and keep their hair at mid-length there are still others who
like experimenting with colour and highlights not just with the length and
cut of their hair
Kindly contributed by Debbie Hulse, Cannock Chase Technical College.
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Unfortunately not everyone can wear the same hairstyle
and look good in it some hairstyles look great on some
women but sadly look like bombs on others many things
can be taken into account as to why this is so but mostly
it is because the hairstyle does not flatter the face

the way you do your hairdos must flatter your face and
enhance your best features After all, that is what the hair
is supposed to do aesthetically speaking: to frame your
face and to help bring out your best features Will a
particular hairstyle suit you This depends on the shape of your face

There are many many types of hairstyles out there but not all will look
good on you unless the hairstyle fits the shape of your face

Text adapted from:
The best hairdo for your face

Anna Lynn C. Sibal

http://free-beauty-tips.glam.com/hairdos.html
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